
                             
 LOS ANGELES UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT 

 PERSONNEL COMMISSION 

 AGENDA / ORDER OF BUSINESS 

 

 
Council Meeting 

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 29, 2019 

10:00 A.M., HEARING ROOM 12-113 

BEAUDRY BUILDING, 12th FLOOR 

Personnel Commission Meeting 

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 7, 2019 

3:00 P.M., TRAINING ROOM 12-192 

BEAUDRY BUILDING, 12th FLOOR 

 

 

 

1. Convene regular meeting.  Roll call. 

 

2. Approval of minutes of the meeting of October 17, 2019. 

 

3. Receipt of minutes of the meeting of October 24, 2019. 

 

 

CONSENT ITEMS 

 

 

4. Ratification of Reclassification by Director’s Approval: APPROVED 

 

  a. Position at Marina Del Rey Middle School, Local District West, from Office Technician 

($14.77250-20.51552/hr.) to Senior Office Technician ($17.41162-21.69396/hr.), effective     

October 16, 2019.  (RDA 3024, Clerical Series) 

 

5. Approval of revised Class Descriptions recommended, effective November 7, 2019: APPROVED 

 

Cyber Security Engineer I 

Enterprise Server Analyst 

Food Service Staff Aide 

Vocation and Transition Assistant  

 

6.  Authorization of Field of Competition in forthcoming examinations:   

Class Title Recommendation 
 

Enterprise Server Analyst 

($35.97708-44.82144/hr.) 

Food Service Staff Aide 

($25.32902-31.53677/hr.) 

 

Class Descriptions dated November 7, 2019. 
 

Open; also promotional for all regular or retired 

employees of the District who meet the entrance 

qualifications specified in the Class Description 

and who have served at least 130 paid days in 

regular status in the Classified Service or have 

permanent status in the Certificated Service. 

Dual Certification. 

 



7. Maintenance and Operations Reorganization Report.  (Case 11801) APPROVED 

 

8. a. Title Change for the class of Central Shops Supervisor.  (Case 11677)  PULLED 

 

 b. Approval of class description recommended, effective November 7, 2019: PULLED 

 

Facilities Maintenance Supervisor 

 

 c. Authorization of Field of Competition in forthcoming examinations: PULLED 

Class Title Recommendation 
 

Facilities Maintenance Supervisor 

($43.43615/Flat rate) 

 

Class Descriptions dated November 7, 2019. 
 

Promotional for all regular or retired 

employees of the District who meet the 

entrance qualifications specified in the Class 

Description and who have served at least 130 

paid days in regular status in the Classified 

Service or have permanent status in the 

Certificated Service. 

 

9. Extension of the Procedures for Reclassification by Director’s Approval.  (Case 11812) APPROVED 

 

10. a. Establishment of Associate Project Engineer II and Title Change of the class of Associate Project  

  Engineer.  (Case 11729) APPROVED 

 

 b. Approval of class descriptions recommended, effective November 7, 2019: APPROVED 

 

Associate Project Engineer I 

Associate Project Engineer II 

 

 c. Authorization of Field of Competition in forthcoming examinations:   

Class Title Recommendation 
 

Associate Project Engineer I 

($30.74836-38.26738/hr.) 

 

Class Descriptions dated November 7, 2019. 
 

Open; also promotional for all regular or 

retired employees of the District who meet the 

entrance qualifications specified in the Class 

Description and who have served at least 130 

paid days in regular status in the Classified 

Service or have permanent status in the 

Certificated Service. Dual Certification. 
 

Associate Project Engineer II 

($37.74589-46.76053/hr.) 

 

Class Descriptions dated November 7, 2019. 
 

Promotional for all regular or retired 

employees of the District who meet the 

entrance qualifications specified in the Class 

Description and who have served at least 130 

paid days in regular status in the Classified 

Service or have permanent status in the 

Certificated Service. 

 

 



11. a. Establishment of the class of Senior Data Strategist.  (Case 11816) APPROVED 

 

 b. Approval of class description recommended, effective November 7, 2019: APPROVED 

 

Senior Data Strategist  

 

 c. Authorization of Field of Competition in forthcoming examinations: APPROVED   

Class Title Recommendation 
 

Senior Data Strategist 

($10,159.83-12,584.98/mo.) 

 

Class Descriptions dated November 7, 2019. 

Open; also promotional for all regular or 

retired employees of the District who meet the 

entrance qualifications specified in the Class 

Description and who have served at least 130 

paid days in regular status in the Classified 

Service or have permanent status in the 

Certificated Service. Dual Certification. 

 

12. Receipt of Correspondence and recommended disposition.  (See Addendum) 

 

13. Public Comment 

 

a. Public employee discipline 

b. Examination Appeals 

 

NOTE: Public comment is for the purpose of hearing 

issues that are not addressed in staff or Hearing Officer 

reports.  This time should not be used to attempt to re-hear 

the case.  Speakers are requested to limit their comments 

to 1 -1 ½ minutes with a maximum of 3 minutes for 

multiple speakers on the same side of an issue. It is 

preferable that individuals wishing to address these cases 

do so by submitting a written statement to staff by the 

close of business on the Thursday preceding the 

Commission hearing. 

 

14. Recess to Closed Session in Accordance with Provisions of the Government Code (Section 54957)  

 to Consider: 

 

a. Medical Appeals 

➢ Light Bus Driver 

b. Examination Appeals 

➢ Energy and Sustainability Program Manager 

➢ Special Education Resource Coordinator 

  

15. Reconvene Regular Session and report of actions taken in Closed Session. 

 

 

16. Consideration of the recommendation of staff on the Medical Appeal for: 

   

Light Bus Driver (Case 0024) 

    



17. Consideration of the recommendation of staff on the Examination Appeals for: 

 

Energy and Sustainability Program Manager (Case 0031) 

Special Education Resource Coordinator (Case 0032)  



    

LOS ANGELES UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT CLASS DESCRIPTION 
PERSONNEL COMMISSION CLASS CODE 4886 
                 Confidential 

 

CYBER SECURITY ENGINEER I 

DEFINITION 

Analyzes, installs, operates, and maintains a variety of cyber security controls and tools and 
performs cyber security operational tasks such as managing security incidents, functional reviews, 
validating findings, and recommending remediation processes. 

TYPICAL DUTIES 

Coordinates and carries out the activities of the secure file transfer application to ensure files are 
securely maintained and transferred. 

Analyzes, security investigations and monitors, and correlates security event information from logs, 
endpoints, networks, and cloud environments, analytics by across multiple systems, applications, 
and users leveraging the security information event management (SIEM) tool to detect and 
mitigate external and internal threats identify and correct any anomalies. 

Regularly monitors network security devices and systems to identify false positives and perform 
tuning to collect the right cyber security-related events 

Monitors, Analyzes, installs, and upgrades, and monitors security devices and controls, that manage 
the flow of information between networks of different trust levels in order to prevent attackers from 
exploiting District information assets. focusing on firewall systems, Virtual Private Network 
systems, content filtering hardware and software, and intrusion detection devices. 

Researches IT security issues and industry trends to make recommendations for internal 
improvement. 

Reviews security logs to facilitate auditing activities. 
Collaborates with various IT units in organizing, writing, and editing technical instructions, 

operational procedures, and related materials, as appropriate. 
Implements, Mmaintains, generates, and applies cryptographic protocols, keys, and credentials 

applies internal and/or external SSL certificates on servers by coordinating with other IT 
departments to ensure the certificates are appropriate and up-to-date. to secure information in 
transit and at rest, authenticate machines and users, and sign data. 

Troubleshoots, mMonitors, troubleshoots and maintains messaging systems to identify malicious 
email attacks and correlate email telemetry with wider security events, behavior analytics, and 
other threat information to determine if a cyber attack has occurred, is occurring, or will occur.  
the security hygiene messaging gateway to prevent or resolve any issues, threats, or 
inappropriate content that may be received. 

Performs regular system administration, installs software patches, reviews logs, and resolves 
security events.  

Diagnoses and corrects security-related network issues.  
Participates in incident response activities and provides with affected business units and applicable 

IT personnel. security threat analytics in support of Computer Incident Response Team (CIRT). 
Configures, maintains, and monitors endpoint protection controls such as auto-sandboxing, web 

filtering, and antivirus to prevent, detect, and remove malware. 
May assist with web filters by reviewing dashboard for actionable items and processing requests to 

ensure the functionality of the system. 
May assist higher level engineers with the configuration and validation of Domain Name Server 

(DNS) requests by creating internal and external A records, internal and external C name aliases, 
and creating external TXT records. 

Monitors the ongoing operational use of ports, protocols, and services on networked devices in order 
to prevent potential security risks and vulnerabilities. 



 

Monitors signs of data exfiltration and escalates for mitigation to ensure the privacy and integrity of 
sensitive District information. 

May assist with network security device and appliance testing by performing functional reviews, 
validating findings and implementing remediation processes. 

Performs related duties as assigned. 

DISTINGUISHING CHARACTERISTICS AMONG RELATED CLASSES 

A Cyber Security Engineer I monitors, analyzes, and correlates cyber security events and logs to 
identify and mitigate troubleshoots, and maintains network cyber security incidents and escalates or 
assists with more complex cyber security incidents or tasks such as monitoring of content filtering 
hardware and software, intrusion detection devices, managed/secure file transfer and associated 
systems. 
 
A Cyber Security Engineer II configures and maintains network security controls and appliances 
and is responsible for the maintenance tasks associated with their operation. 
 
A Cyber Security Engineer III is responsible for the overall design, administration, and installation, 
upgrades, and management of the security infrastructure and security controls. 

 

SUPERVISION 

General supervision is received from the Cyber Security Engineer III IT Infrastructure Security 
Manager or other higher level cyber security administrator.  Technical direction may be exercised 
over lower-level staff engaged in cyber security activities. 

CLASS QUALIFICATIONS 

Knowledge of: 

Current firewall, VPN, content filtering, and intrusion detection methodologies 
TCP/IP protocols including IP addressing, subnetting and well known ports 
Industry standards for encryption including but not limited to FTP, SFTP and SSH  
Basic networking concepts and services such as DNS, SMTP, HTTP, and HTTPS 
Risk and threat assessment processes and practices 
Malware such as worms, viruses and Trojans  
Unsecure protocols ports and services 
Incident response procedures and processes  
Windows and Linux security processes 
SEIM tool or other similar correlational tools 

Ability to: 

Develop, analyze, and maintain tools that support and automate processes for software product 
release 

Install, configure and monitor network security devices, including firewalls, VPN, content filtering, 
and Intrusion Detection Systems 

Analyze and diagnose malfunctions and perform required changes 
Learn characteristics of new security threats, vulnerabilities, and countermeasure techniques and 

technology 
Effectively communicate technical information to all levels of staff 
Maintain effective working relationships 
Identify and analyze trends related to threats 
Conduct WireShark captures 



 

Maintain up-to-date detailed knowledge of the IT Security industry including awareness of new or 
revised security solutions, improved security processes, and the deployment of new attacks 
and threat vectors 

ENTRANCE QUALIFICATIONS 

Education: 

Graduation from a recognized college or university with a bachelor’s degree in computer science 
or a related field. Qualifying experience in addition to that required may be substituted on a year-
for-year basis provided that the requirement of a high school diploma or equivalent is met. 

Experience: 

Two years of recent experience in the engineering, installation, configuration, and maintenance of 
security devices for a large organization; such as next-generation firewalls, Virtual Private 
Networks, intrusion detection/prevention systems, multi-factor authentication, next-generation 
endpoint security, and Security Information Event Management systems. 
 

 
Special: 

 
Cisco Certified Network Associate is required and must be kept valid during the term of 

employment 
Information Technology Infrastructure Library (ITIL) Foundation level certification is preferable 
A valid California Driver License  
Use of an automobile 

SPECIAL NOTES 

Employees in this class may be subject to call at any hour. 
 

This class description is not a complete statement of essential functions, responsibilities, or 
requirements. Entrance requirements are representative of the minimum level of knowledge, skill, and 
/or abilities. To the extent permitted by law, management retains the discretion to add or change typical 
duties of a position at any time, as long as such addition or change is reasonably related to existing 
duties. 
 
Revised              
11-07-19 
JAP             District Notification Date: 10-15-19 



LOS ANGELES UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT CLASS DESCRIPTION 
PERSONNEL COMMISSION Class Code 3544 
     Unit C 
 
  
 ENTERPRISE SERVER ANALYST 
 
 
DEFINITION 
 

Assists with planning, configuring, analyzing, implementing, managing, and monitoring components 
of the District’s Enterprise Server systems, cloud deployments, and related collaboration and 
messaging technologiesy and is responsible for the operational support of the Exchange system. 

 
TYPICAL DUTIES  
 

Participates in system testing, certification, and product lifecycle management of the District’s 
  Enterprise Server Systems, Collaboration/Messaging Platforms (Office 365/Google Apps), 

Cloud deployments, and Monitoring systems. 
Maintains all Exchange servers and resolves issues and problems. 
Installs, monitors, and maintains server back end storage areas and enterprise level applications. 
Monitors, manages, and recommends preemptive action to prevent server/service down time. 
Analyzes and makes recommendations on server/system performance. 
Assists with configuring and implementing Microsoft SQL server database storage. 
Monitors and corrects Enterprise Server Systems and all collaboration/messaging operation issues 

using Microsoft Operations Manager. the District’s performance management and monitoring 
systems. 

Assists with the implementations of e-mail policies and procedures and e-mail disaster recovery 
operations and procedures. 
Maintains documentation on system architecture and operational processes. 
Applies operating system patches and upgrades as necessary. 
Assists and configures in controlling e-mail system access using Role Based Access Control 

(RBAC) in Active Directory and Office 365.based on local or active directory accounts and 
District policies and procedures. 

Assists with making and recommending long-range development plans in specific areas of 
client/server technologies. 

Participates in completion of scheduled and unscheduled system maintenance. 
Serves as the first level technical resource for monitoring and servicing the District’s Enterprise 

Server Systems and centralized exchange management and monitoring infrastructure, which 
includes the exchange clusters and database servers. 

Assists with Implementing the District’s server security hardening policies and procedures. 
Configures and installs common software packages and server services. 
Performs related duties as assigned. 

 
DISTINGUISHING CHARACTERISTICS AMONG RELATED CLASSES 
 

An Enterprise Server Analyst is responsible for the operational support of the District’s Enterprise 
Exchange systems, including participation in the design, planning, implementation, and architectural 
development of the District’s Enterprise server systems, related collaboration and messaging 
technologies, Office 365 and monitoring systems e-mail systems. 

 
The E-mail Administrator is responsible for the operational design, architectural development, 
planning, maintenance, and daily operations of the District e-mail system infrastructure. 

 
A Database Specialist recommends long-range development plans, prepares technical 
specifications, and analyzes hardware and software requirements for database systems. 



 
An Operating Systems Specialist develops new concepts to maintain and modify information 
systems to meet District requirements in a highly advanced and specialized area of information 
technology. 
 

 
SUPERVISION 
 

General Supervision may be received from an Operating Systems Administrator or Operating 
Systems Specialist. Direct supervision is received from the IT Projects Manager in charge of the 
Enterprise server team.  Technical direction on exchange on E-mail infrastructure will be is 
provided by the exchange E-Mail Administrator.  
 

CLASS QUALIFICATIONS 
 
 Knowledge of: 
 

Microsoft Exchange Windows Servers and Unix/Linux based operating systems 
Proactive Monitoring and Management tools such as BMC TrueSight Operations Manager, 

NetScout Fluke, AppDynamics, Microsoft System Center and Operations Manager 
High volume e-mail systems 
Common Internet e-mail protocols and components such as Internet Message Access Protocol 
  (IMAP) 
Use of Multipurpose Internet Mail Exchange (MIME), POP3, Simple Mail Transfer Protocol 

(SMTP), MITA, e-mail gateway, and servers 
Common Exchange directory synchronization, database utilities, backup and recovery 

procedures, and mail routing 
Active Directory, Domain Name System (DNS), DCHP, and global directory synchronization 
Use of Microsoft Internet Information Services and Active Directory 
Common messaging operations in Microsoft Operations Manager 
Back up applications, and Enterprise anti-virus software, and wireless e-mail services 
E-mail clients including Microsoft Outlook, Outlook Express, POP3, and web-mail interface 
Microsoft Exchange backend databases and clusters 
Use of Enterprise level storage such as SAN allocation to servers and clusters 
Platform as a Service (PaaS), Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS), Software as a Service (SaaS) 

and other related cloud technologies. 
 

Ability to: 
 

Maintain, support, and troubleshoot Exchange Windows and Unix/Linux servers, including 
Exchange message routing and transports, Directory Services, Outlook Client, OWA, Public 
Folders, Certificate Services, performance protocols, and related security 

Analyze and solve complex server hardware, and software problems, and network dependency 
issues Exchange, and other e-mail system problems 

Prepare clear and concise reports with technical documentation 
Maintain effective working relationships with District personnel 

 
ENTRANCE QUALIFICATIONS 
 
 Education: 
 

Graduation from a recognized college or university with a bachelor’s degree preferably in 
mathematics, computer science, information systems, engineering, or a related field.  Additional 
qualifying experience may be substituted for the required education on a year for year basis. 
provided that graduation from high school or evidence of equivalent educational proficiency is 
met. 



Experience: 
 

Three years of experience installing, configuring, servicing and repairing local area network 
hardware and servers; configuring and maintaining cloud technologies; or any combination 
thereof. including at least Oone year with a system that serves at least 5,000 e-mail users daily 
is preferable. 

 
Special: 

 
A valid California Driver License. 
Use of an automobile. 
Microsoft Certified Solutions Expert (MCSE): Messaging. 

 
SPECIAL NOTES 
 

Employees in this class are subject to call at any hour. 
 
This class description is not a complete statement of essential functions, responsibilities, or 
requirements.  Requirements are representative of the minimum level of knowledge, skill, and/or 
abilities.  Management retains the discretion to add or change typical duties of a position at any time. 
 
This class description is not a complete statement of essential functions, responsibilities, or requirements.  
Entrance requirements are representative of the minimum level of knowledge, skill, and/or abilities.  To 
the extent permitted by law, management retains the discretion to add or change typical duties of the 
position at any time, as long as such addition or change is reasonably related to existing duties.  
 
 
Revised                                                                                                  District Notification Date 10-04-19 
11-07-19                                                                                                  Union Notification Date 10-04-19 
JAP                                                                                                                         
                                                                                                                               



LOS ANGELES UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT CLASS DESCRIPTION 
PERSONNEL COMMISSION Class Code 4313 
     Unit D 
 
 
 FOOD SERVICES STAFF AIDE 
 
DEFINITION 
 

Performs various technical duties in conducting research and analyzing data in areas such as 
nutrition services, fiscal services, employee training, meal compliance, cafeteria facilities and 
equipment, and human resources management. 

 
TYPICAL DUTIES 
 

Determines causes of cafeteria operational problems and suggests solutions to management.  
Prepares informational materials, procedural guides, and menus for cafeteria operations and 

program administration. 
Analyzes, evaluates, and recommends in a variety of areas, such as new developments in food 

preparation; methods of service; kitchen and cafeteria layout in new and existing facilities; 
nutrient analyses of menus; production schedule and use of labor; labor  meal counting, 
claiming, and cash handling; cafeteria equipment and supplies; and cost analyses of food, 
expenses/budgetary issues, and related matters.  

Assists in the development and testing of recipes and menus and recommends food products and 
menus for nutritional value and balance, economy, efficiency, and student preferences. 

Plans and tracks the economic use of surplus food commodities. 
Makes regular and special inspections of food preparation and service facilities and records for 

meal counts, inventory, financial management, sanitation, and safety to assure accuracy and 
program compliance with the federal, State, and local regulations and procedures.  

Evaluates new products including equipment, creates reports of findings, and arranges for 
demonstrations of new equipment, products and processes. 

Assists in the Investigation of personnel-related matters such as dereliction of duties and 
misappropriation of District resources, and reports the findings in writing in a clear and concise 
manner. 

Conducts quality control and delivery checks of food items. 
Develops instructional materials and conducts staff training. 
May manage a help desk which provides phone support to site cafeteria staff on areas such as 

computer problems, food and service quality complaints, and general information regarding 
staff training schedules and cafeteria operations. 

Assists in resolving food quality and service complaints. 
Performs related duties as assigned. 

 
DISTINGUISHING CHARACTERISTICS AMONG RELATED CLASSES 
 

A Food Services Staff Aide assists in and conducts studies related to food services and operations 
of the Food Services Branch. 

 
An Area Food Services Supervisor provides general supervision and coordination over the 
operations of food service programs within an assigned area. 

 
A Nutrition Specialist develops and analyzes menus and recipes, tests and recommends foods and 
related products for purchase, prepares reports, monitors food service programs to insure 
compliance with federal, State, and local requirements and standards, and provides nutrition 
information to food service employees, school administrators, students, parents, and community 
groups. 

 



SUPERVISION 
 

General supervision is received from the Director of Food Services, Deputy Director of Food 
Services, or Regional Food Services Manager Senior Food Services Supervisor. No supervision is 
exercised. 

 
CLASS QUALIFICATIONS 
 

Knowledge of: 
 

Computer spreadsheet, word processing, and database software 
Food service management practices 
Quality food selection, including menu design 
Methods and procedures for the efficient utilization of cafeteria operation personnel  
Efficient utilization of cafeteria equipment 
Food handling and sanitation standards 
Basic cost accounting techniques 
Research and statistical methodologies 
Basic principles and practices of personnel administration 

 
Ability to: 

 
Analyze cafeteria operations and write clear concise reports, including basic cost analysis 

reports 
Recommend changes in operational procedures with tact and diplomacy  
Analyze menus and recipes 
Make calculations of components, costs, and portions relating to menus  
Learn, explain, and apply rules and procedures 
Learn and apply District personnel guidelines. 
Train personnel in fundamentals of cafeteria operations 
Learn the general principles of foods and nutrition, and quantity food preparation 
Learn sanitation and safety standards in compliance with the principles of Hazardous Analysis 

Critical Control Point (HACCP) 
Use spoken and written English effectively in contacts with individuals and groups 
Plan and organize work to meet deadlines 

 
ENTRANCE QUALIFICATIONS 
 

Education: 
 

Graduation from a recognized college or university with a bachelor’s degree in hotel and 
restaurant management, foods and nutrition, dietetics, public health, business, marketing, 
accounting, economics, finance, computer science, statistics, or child care development, or a 
related field. 

 
Special: 

 
A valid California driver license and the availability of private transportation or the ability to 

utilize an alternative method of transportation. 
A valid California Driver License. 
Use of an automobile. 

 
This class description is not a complete statement of essential functions, responsibilities, or 
requirements. Entrance Rrequirements are representative of the minimum level of knowledge, skill 
and/or abilities. To the extent permitted by law, Mmanagement retains the discretion to add or to 



change typical duties of the position at any time, as long as such addition or change is reasonably 
related to existing duties. 
 
Revised 
11-07-19 
JXC 

District Notification Date: 10-09-19 
                                                                                             Union Notification Date: 10-15-19 



LOS ANGELES UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT CLASS DESCRIPTION 
PERSONNEL COMMISSION  Class Code 4480 
     Unit D 
      
 
 

VOCATION AND TRANSITION ASSISTANT 
 
DEFINITION 
 

A Vocation and Transition Assistant provides a variety of career and vocational opportunities to 
secondary and post-secondary school students or adults with disabilities, and works with students 
at on-the-job training sites, under the direction of a certificated administrator transition teacher, in 
order to assist them in learning vocational, social, and independent living skills. 

 
TYPICAL DUTIES 
 

Provides individual and group work-readiness skills training to students in areas including resume 
development, interview skills, networking, employer expectations, independent living skills, 
positive work attitudes, developing initiative, motivation, and responsibility under the direction 
of certificated staff. 

Provides training and job coaching as needed in community-based work environments by assisting 
employers with the orientation of students to work methods, specific assignments, work rules, 
and providing scaffolding in preparation for fading supports. 

Works with students and employers to identify student strengths and needs as related to 
vocational skills, job accommodations, and solutions to employment barriers. 

Initiates discussions with students regarding post-secondary career, educational and independent 
living options and goals, and may assist with linkages to community agencies and resources. 

Places students in appropriate work environments and accompanies students to job sites or 
transition activities. 

Assists students with becoming aware of personal appearance and developing personal care self-
sufficiency. 

Collects data on student progress and performance in accordance with the Individualized 
Transition Plan goals and activities, and reports findings to teachers and parents. 

Maintains records of hours and funds expended for work-based learning programs. 
Assists with completing work applications for students. 
Observes and documents student behavior in the community or job site, and reinforces acceptable 

behavior. 
May schedule and visit various employers to identify potential positions for students, survey 

employment needs and outlook, educate on employer incentives designed to help students 
with disabilities, and promote the District’s work based learning programs. 

May supervise students in the temporary absence of the responsible teacher when necessary. 
May attend Individual Education Plan (IEP) meetings, as requested. 
Performs related duties as assigned. 

 
DISTINGUISHING CHARACTERISTICS AMONG RELATED CLASSES 
 

A Vocation and Transition Assistant provides support to secondary and post-secondary school 
students with disabilities in vocational employment and transitional activities, and monitors 
progress at work sites to ensure that students acquire vocational, social, and independent living 
skills. 
 
A Special Education Assistant assists teachers in the presentation and positive reinforcement of 
instructional materials and cares for the physical needs of students with disabilities. 
 



A Special Education Trainee performs entry-level work of gradually increasing responsibility in 
assisting in meeting the physical and educational needs of students in special education schools 
and classes.  A Special Education Trainee (Restricted) is hired in accordance with the provisions 
of Education Code Section 45259. 

 
SUPERVISION 
 

General supervision is received from a certificated administrator or teacher. No supervision is 
exercised over District employees, but work direction may be exercised over student workers. 

 
CLASS QUALIFICATIONS 
 
 Knowledge of: 
 

Applicable District, City, State, Federal laws, rules, and regulations pertaining to child labor, 
Social Security, training, placement of the disabled, nondiscrimination, safety, and other 
employment matters 

Language, grammar and writing skills necessary to prepare professional correspondence 
Educational programs and career opportunities available to secondary, continuation, and adult 

school students 
Physical and emotional needs of children at various age levels 
Disability awareness in order to analyze accommodation requests during the placement 

process 
Trends in local employment 
Record keeping and performance evaluation techniques 
Interviewing techniques 
Microsoft Office, Word, and Outlook 

 
 Ability to: 
 

Work effectively with students with disabilities, teachers, parents, employers, school personnel, 
community groups, and the public 

Establish and maintain professional and collaborative working relationships with members of a 
diverse community, including employers, students, school staff, and outside agencies 

Operate a computer (including word processing, spreadsheet and database software 
programs), fax machine, scanner, copier, printer and specialized equipment intended to 
assist with the instructional needs of students 

Speak and write English clearly and concisely, using proper grammar, punctuation and spelling 
Work independently with minimal direction 
Determine basic skills required to perform specific jobs 
Communicate program and services available and facilitate discussions in individual and small 

group settings 
Interpret, apply and explain rules and regulations governing student employment and 
 vocational job placement 
Assist students in a variety of moderately active work environments 
Act calmly and appropriately in emergencies 
Understand and follow oral and written instructions accurately 

 
  Special Physical Requirements: 
   

Sit or stand for extended periods of time 
 
  



ENTRANCE QUALIFICATIONS 
 

Education: 
 

Graduation from high school or evidence of equivalent educational proficiency, and 
completion of 9 semester units or 12 quarter units from a recognized college or university in 
courses such as sociology, psychology, special education, or a related field. An additional 
year of experience may substitute the 9 semester units or 12 quarter units.  

 
Experience: 

 
Two years of paid experience in an educational setting performing either transitional 
guidance, vocational guidance, or reinforcing instruction as a paraprofessional. It is 
preferred that the aforementioned experience includes working with students with special 
needs.  
 

  Special: 
 

A valid California Driver License. 
Use of an automobile. 

  
SPECIAL NOTES 
  

1. A First-Aid Certificate issued by a recognized First Aid training program must be obtained 
within 60 days after appointment and must be kept valid during the term of employment.  

2. A CPR Certificate issued by a recognized CPR training program must be obtained within 60 
days after appointment and kept valid during the term of employment. 

3. Ability to communicate in a language in addition to English may be required for some positions. 
 
This class description is not a complete statement of essential functions, responsibilities, or 
requirements. Entrance requirements are representative of the minimum level of knowledge, skill, 
and/or abilities. To the extent permitted by relevant law, management retains the discretion to add or 
change typical duties of the position at any time, as long as such addition is reasonably related to 
existing duties. 
 
Revised 
11-07-19                                                                                                  
JXC                                                                                  

District Notification Date: 10-10-19 
                                                                                              Union Notification Date: 10-15-19 



                                                                                                   SUBJECT TO THE APPROVAL    
 OF THE PERSONNEL COMMISSION 
 
 LOS ANGELES UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT 
 
 
TO: PERSONNEL COMMISSION       
 
FROM: KARLA GOULD, PERSONNEL DIRECTOR 
 
SUBJECT: MAINTENANCE AND OPERATIONS REORGANIZATION REPORT 
 

 
Background: 
 
As part of the Superintendent’s plan to reorganize the District into 42 Community Networks, the Maintenance and Operations Branch 
(M&O) proposed to restructure its organization to accommodate the transition to these Community Networks. The proposal consisted 
of creating service call units for each Community Network. These units will be responsible for responding to maintenance work that are 
queued through M&O's service call system. This is separate from larger maintenance projects which are handled by separate 
centralized units.  
 
Currently, the Maintenance and Operations Branch is divided into seven areas (North 1, North 2, Central 1, Central 2, Central 3, South 
1, and South 2). An M&O area provides service to roughly 125 schools. Each area is assigned Complex Project Managers who act as 
the liaison between the area and the principals. Each Complex Project Manager is responsible for about 20 to 30 schools comprising of 
a high school complex and its feeder schools.  
 
Work queued in the service call system are routed in three separate categories; emergency, urgent, and routine. Dispatching duties are 
currently being fulfilled by senior craft personnel. Area Carpentry Supervisors, Area Plumbing Supervisors, Area Electrical Supervisors, 
and Area HVAC Supervisors oversee craft personnel from their respective trades to respond to service calls from schools within their 
area. Complex Project Managers may follow up with the craft supervisors regarding the service calls but have no authority over the 
supervisors with regard to how and when the work is completed.  
 
Request: 
 
M&O plans to augment their current workforce in order to assign a maintenance unit to each of the 42 Community Networks. The units 
would be staffed with a Complex Project Manager, a Facilities Maintenance Supervisor, a Facilities Services Dispatcher, senior craft 
personnel from the trades, journeymen from the trades, Maintenance Workers, and Gardeners.  

 
 
Facilities Maintenance Supervisor (proposed subject title change)- The existing classification of Central Shops Supervisor 

will be title changed to Facilities Maintenance Supervisor. The change in title will provide a better description of the 
classification and its function as it emphasizes the role of supervision over facilities maintenance and not limiting it to 
central shops. Similar to the current model with craft specific supervisors, Facilities Maintenance Supervisors will be 
responsible for supervising the day-to-day activities of craft personnel. However, they will be responsible for staff 
from various trades as opposed to a specific trade and will provide multi-trade maintenance services to approximately 
20-30 schools as opposed to single trade services to approximately 125 schools. On 8/15/19, the title change was 
placed on the PC agenda but was pulled at the request of the Teamsters (Unit S). 

 
Complex Project Manager- Complex Project Managers will continue to be the main liaison and point of contact for schools and 

principals for a high school complex and its feeder schools. The coverage area of a Community Network under the 
District’s planned reorganization is similar to a complex assigned to a Complex Project Manager. The Facilities 
Maintenance Supervisors will report to the Complex Project Manager. The proposed model will provide the Complex 
Project Managers with a dedicated team of trades personnel to address the service calls from their assigned schools.  

 
Facilities Services Dispatcher (proposed pending new classification)- Incumbents in the proposed new classification will be 

responsible for clerical support to the Facilities Maintenance Supervisor in entering and updating service call 
information and dispatching trades personnel to address service calls. On 5/2/19 and 5/29/19, this classification was 



placed on the PC agenda but was pulled first at the request of CSEA (Unit D) and then at the request of the Trades 
Council (Unit E). As the dispatching duties are currently being performed by senior craft personnel, the administration 
and the Trades Council are currently in discussion regarding the duties of this proposed new class.  

 
Based on all of the above, the Facilities Services Division (FSD) requests to once again place the title change of Central Shops 
Supervisor on the agenda. The FSD has also expressed interest in revisiting the Facilities Services Dispatcher on an imminent future 
agenda.  
 
 
Case 11801 
KG/RGK/HV 
11-07-19 
 



 SUBJECT TO THE APPROVAL    
 OF THE PERSONNEL COMMISSION 
 
 
 LOS ANGELES UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT 
 
 
TO THE PERSONNEL COMMISSION 
 
FROM KARLA M. GOULD, PERSONNEL DIRECTOR 
 
SUBJECT TITLE CHANGE OF A CLASS IN MAINTENANCE AND OPERATIONS  
 
 
RECOMMENDATIONS: 
 
It is recommended that effective November 7, 2019: 
 

I.  The following classification and positions be reclassified, for the purpose of title change only: 

 From:       To: 
 
 Current Title      Proposed Title 
 Central Shops Supervisor    Facilities Maintenance Supervisor 

 
BASES OF RECOMMENDATION: 

 
The administration for the Maintenance and Operations branch requested the proposed change in the class title of 
the Central Shop Supervisor classification to better reflect the concept of the job functions as the Maintenance and 
Operations Branch is reorganizing to align its services closer to schools. The class description with changes is 
submitted for approval in conjunction with this report. 
 
STATUS OF INCUMBENT(S): 
The title change will have no effect on the status of the incumbents. 
 
 
 
RGK/HV 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Case 11677   November 7, 2019 



LOS ANGELES UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT CLASS DESCRIPTION 
PERSONNEL COMMISSION Class Code 3160 

Unit S 
 
 
 CENTRAL SHOPS FACILITIES MAINTENANCE SUPERVISOR 
 
 
 
DEFINITION 
 

Oversees a variety of seniors, craft journey-level employees, and other employees in both related 
and unrelated classes in the performance of construction, alteration, maintenance, repair work, and 
reviews work performed by contractors. 

 
TYPICAL DUTIES 
 

Supervises, plans, assigns, and certifies completion of work performed by District and contract 
personnel in a variety of crafts. 

Supervises and inspects the work of employees in a variety of crafts, including, but not limited to 
Floor Covering Installer, Hardwood Floor Worker, Fire Equipment Servicer, Sign Designer, Stage 
Rigger, Steeplejack, Tile Layer, Tile Layer Helper, and Maintenance Worker. 

Develops, reviews, and revises work schedules with the concurrence of other craft supervisors M&O 
management, principals, and administrators 

Schedules projects according to indicated priorities and staffing levels. 
Implements the preventative maintenance program and ensures work is completed on time for an 

assigned unit. 
Provides emergency responses and related services to minimize safety hazards to students, 

employees, and the public. 
Participates, provides input, and implements M&O strategic goals with crew. 
Plans, coordinates, and schedules projects with community representatives, contractors, vendors,  
 and the public. 
Initiates and coordinates jobs in compliance with administrative decisions and prepares job progress 

  reports. 
Confers with governmental agencies regarding work that requires permits and conformance to local 

  codes. 
Surveys work, makes job cost estimates, and writes and approves requisitions for materials and  

  supplies. 
Monitors the fiscal management of the unit. 
Allocates resources for projects. 
Trains and orients work crews in the proper and safe use of tools, equipment, and materials, and  
 implements safe work practices. 
Identifies and evaluates equipment, supplies, techniques, and systems. 
Evaluates staff performance and conducts progressive discipline procedures when needed. 
Applies provisions of collective bargaining agreements. 
Approves employee time records and mileage reports. 
Orders tools, materials, and equipment. 
Enters work order and requisition data utilizing computer systems. 
Ensures compliance with procurement procedures. 
Coordinates resolution of project issues in accordance with District policy, applicable  
 laws and regulations. 
Communicates with District staff, consultants, and the public using District communication  
 applications. 
May coordinate, supervise, and inspect the work of contractors. 
May participate or assist in obtaining contracts from private vendors. 
May act in place of a higher-level supervisor or manager in case of absence. 



Performs related duties as assigned. 
 
DISTINGUISHING CHARACTERISTICS AMONG RELATED CLASSES 
 

The Central Shops Maintenance Supervisor oversees a variety of maintenance personnel in the 
construction, alteration, maintenance, and repair of facilities and equipment. 

 
A Complex Project Manager is responsible for the coordination of all facilities-related activities with 
a group of schools, offices, or operational units. 
 
A Senior Craft person assists a supervisor or manager in overseeing the overall respective craft 
operations in a designated Maintenance and Operations area. 
 
A Craft person performs the journey-level work within their specific discipline in a designated 
Maintenance and Operations area. 
 

SUPERVISION 
 

General supervision is received from designated supervisor or manager. Supervision is exercised 
over seniors, craft journey-level employees and other employees. 

 
CLASS QUALIFICATIONS 
 

Knowledge of: 
 

Modern practices, processes, materials and tools of a variety of crafts, including, but not limited  
 to, painting, floor covering, refinishing, fire equipment servicing, and sign design 
Principles of organization, and personnel management 
Pertinent employee health and safety laws, regulations, and District policies and procedures 
City, County, State, federal and other codes, laws, and ordinances pertinent to designated crafts 
Pertinent provisions of labor contracts 
Budgetary, accounting, and legal procedures and practices of the District regarding procurement  
 and disbursement of supplies and equipment 
Current labor and material costs relating to all types of construction and maintenance work 
Methods and procedures used in planning and estimating job projects 
Design, construction, installation, and maintenance of various craft equipment and systems 
Microsoft Word, Excel and Outlook 

 
Ability to: 

 
Estimate costs of material and labor 
Work effectively with administrators, other District personnel and the public 
Supervise, coordinate, train, and evaluate the work of direct and non-direct reporting  
 personnel 
Read and interpret blueprints, plans, drawings, and specifications 
Enter and retrieve information using computers 
Recognize, analyze, and deal effectively with problems and issues 
Prepare budget estimates and keep controls of expenditures 
Communicate effectively, both orally and in writing 
Work well under pressure of multiple priorities and short deadlines 
Maintain confidentiality 

 
 Special Physical Requirements:  
 
  Manual dexterity and strength to use tools of the trades  
  Ability to stand, walk, bend, crawl, climb, reach overhead, crouch, kneel, balance, push, pull, and  



   lift up to 50 pounds in inspecting or assisting projects when needed 
  Ability to work safely at heights including the use of ladders, scaffolds, and other related  
   equipment 
  Ability to work safely in confined spaces 
 
 
ENTRANCE QUALIFICATIONS 
 

Education: 
 

Graduation from high school or evidence of equivalent educational proficiency.  
 

Experience: 
 

Four Three years of journey-level or higher experience in any craft or trade involving the 
maintenance, construction, alteration, or repair of buildings, equipment, or grounds asphalt or 
concrete surfaces; two years of the required experience must be in a lead or supervisory capacity 
at or above the senior level is preferable. 

 
 

Special: 
 

Employment is subject to medical clearance. 
Positions in this classification are subject to pertinent provisions of the General Industry Safety  

Orders of the California Code of Regulations regarding protective equipment when exposed 
to hazardous materials, including, but not limited to, asbestos and lead. 

A Facilities Planner Program certificate is required before completion of the probationary period. 
A valid California Driver License. 
Use of an automobile. 

 
SPECIAL NOTE 
 

Exempt from FLSA. 
A Facilities Planner Program certificate is required before completion of the probationary period. 

 
 
This class description is not a complete statement of essential functions, responsibilities or 
requirements. Entrance rRequirements are representative of the minimum level of knowledge, skill 
and/or abilities. To the extent permitted by law, Mmanagement retains the discretion to add or change 
typical duties of the position at any time, as long as such addition or change is reasonably related to 
existing duties. 
 
 
Revised and Title Change          District Notification: 7/1/19 
11-07-19          Union Notification: 7/18/19 
HV 



 

Case 11812                                                                November 7, 2019 

SUBJECT TO THE APPROVAL    
 OF THE PERSONNEL COMMISSION 
 
 
 LOS ANGELES UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT 
 
 
TO: THE PERSONNEL COMMISSION 
 
FROM: KARLA M. GOULD, PERSONNEL DIRECTOR 
 
SUBJECT: EXTENSION OF THE PROCEDURES FOR RECLASSIFICATION BY DIRECTOR’S APPROVAL 
 
RECOMMENDATION: 
 
It is recommended that the procedure for Reclassification by Director’s Approval (RDA) be extended to include 
movement between the classes of Associate Project Engineer I and Associate Project Engineer II. 
 
 
BASES OF RECOMMENDATION: 
 

1. The intent of the RDA process is to provide a method to expedite frequently occurring, usually temporary, 
changes in the level of a position within a series.  RDA's have been authorized, based on criteria that have been 
approved in advance by the Personnel Commission, for two basic types of actions: to an equal or lower class 
within the same series when the position is vacant; to an equal or higher class when the position is either vacant 
or occupied (if occupied the incumbent must be eligible for appointment). 
 

2. Staff concludes that including movement between the Associate Project Engineer I and Associate Project 
Engineer II classifications in the RDA procedure is appropriate.  The classifications differ from each other in the 
level of independence and complexity of projects.  Thus, frequent movement between the classes is expected.  
Use of the procedure will expedite the process. 

 
RGK/JXC 
 
 



Case No. 11729  November 7, 2019 

 SUBJECT TO THE APPROVAL       
 OF THE PERSONNEL COMMISSION  
 

LOS ANGELES UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT 
 
TO:  THE PERSONNEL COMMISSION 
 
FROM:  KARLA M. GOULD, PERSONNEL DIRECTOR 
 
SUBJECT: ESTABLISHMENT OF ASSOCIATE PROJECT ENGINEER II AND RETITLE OF THE CLASS OF ASSOCIATE 

PROJECT ENGINEER  
 
RECOMMENDATIONS: 
 
It is recommended that effective November 7, 2019: 
      

I. The following new class be established in the Architectural & Engineering Series, Planning Group: 
 

New Class           Hourly Range 
Associate Project Engineer II           

   
 

II. Future salary movement is to be based on that of related classes in the Architectural & Engineering Series, Planning Group 
 

III. The following class, positions, and all employment lists be reclassified, for the purpose of title change only: 
 

From       To 
Current Title      Proposed Title 
Associate Project Engineer     Associate Project Engineer I  
 

BACKGROUND: 
The Facilities Services Division requested the establishment of an additional class within the Resident Construction Engineer series. 
The requested new class will fill the current gap between Associate Project Engineer and Project Engineer by performing a variety of 
technical engineering assistance duties with increasing requirements of initiative, independence of action, and complexity. 
Furthermore, the new class will assist in building a feeder pool in hopes of solving challenges faced with filling the higher level 
positions, due to high turnover within the series. 

 
BASES OF RECOMMENDATIONS: 
 

1. The incumbent in the proposed class will perform professional level technical engineering assistance duties related to 
construction project management with an increasing degree of complexity and autonomy. Specifically, an incumbent in the 
proposed class will: 

• Assist in evaluating and analyzing contract documents and as-built drawings for soundness of engineering methods, 
accuracy of calculations, potential constructability issues, and compliance with applicable requirements and District 
standards 

• Assist in reviewing contractor baseline and monthly progress schedules to identify potential issues during the pre-
construction phase 

• Provide support during the negotiation of change orders and cost estimates 
• Provide support to close out staff by evaluating close out documents for accuracy and compliance to Division of the 

State Architect (DSA) standards   
 
 
Additional duties and responsibilities are listed on the class description presented for approval in conjunction with this report 
 
 
 

$37.74589 $39.82191 $42.01211 $44.32278 $46.76053/hr. 



Case No. 11729  November 7, 2019 

 
2. The recommended salary for the proposed class is based on external market data. Externally, staff surveyed several public 

agencies and found classes that operate at a comparable level to the proposed Associate Project Engineer II classification 
such as, King County’s Engineer II ($48.40181/hr. geographically adjusted max), Sacramento County’s Assistant 
Engineer/Architect (Level II) ($47.50766/hr. geographically adjusted max),  County of Orange’s  Engineer/Architect Assistant 
($46.12835/hr. geographically adjusted max), and Los Angeles Metropolitan Transportation Authority’s Engineering Associate 
($43.01436/hr. geographically adjusted max). The geographically adjusted salary distribution of public sector data indicates a 
max hourly rate of $46.76053 at the 75th percentile.  Therefore, allocation of the proposed class to a salary range of 
$37.74589/hr. - $46.76053/hr. is appropriate. 

 
 

3. The title change of the classification will better align with the establishment of the new classification of Associate Project 
Engineer II.  
 
The title change will have no effect on the status or seniority of the incumbents. 
 
A class description with minor changes is submitted for approval in conjunction with this report.  
 
 

 
RGK/MHO 
 
c: Classified Employment Services Branch 

Files Unit 



LOS ANGELES UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT CLASS DESCRIPTION  
PERSONNEL COMMISSION Class Code 1432 
      Unit D 
 

            Class Codes                                      
 
 ASSOCIATE PROJECT ENGINEER I  1432 

ASSOCIATE PROJECT ENGINEER II 
 
 
DEFINITION 
 

Performs a variety of technical engineering assistance duties related to construction project activities 
of gradually increasing scope and complexity with increasing requirements of initiative and 
independence of action. Performs technical engineering assistance on construction project activities.  

 
TYPICAL DUTIES 
 
 Assists construction project management staff by performing the following duties: 
  
  Evaluating and analyzing contract documents and as-built drawings for soundness of 
   engineering methods, accuracy of calculations, potential constructability issues, and 
   compliance with applicable requirements and District standards. 
  Reviewing contractor baseline and monthly progress schedules to identify potential issues  
   during the pre-construction phase. 
  Providing support during the negotiation of change orders and cost estimates. 
  Providing support to closeout staff by evaluating closeout documents for accuracy and 
   compliance to Division of the State Architect (DSA) standards. 
  Inputting and processing project related documentation using project management software. 
  Reviewing and processing of invoices including contractor and agency payments. 
  Conducting site walks to monitor construction progress and address contractor inquiries.  
  Coordinating with pertinent public agencies regarding permit requests and approvals. 
  Coordinating stakeholder meetings and preparing and distributing meeting minutes. 
  May monitor compliance of contractor safe work practices and Storm Water Pollution Prevention 
   Plan (SWPPP). 
 Performs other duties as assigned. 
 
DISTINGUISHING CHARACTERISTICS AMONG RELATED CLASSES 
 

An Associate Project Engineer I receives on the job training and applies basic knowledge and skills 
to assists project management staff in analyzing construction engineering issues and ensuring 
project compliance to District standards.  
 
An Associate Project Engineer II provides technical engineering assistance to project management 
staff to ensure project complies to District standards. 
 
A Project Engineer provides complex technical engineering support to a higher-level administrator 
and manages projects in pre-construction, construction, and closeout.   
 
A Resident Construction Engineer is the primary administrator of the District’s Contract for 
Construction relative to the assigned new construction project. 
 
 

 
SUPERVISION 
 



Immediate supervision is received from a Project Engineer, Resident Construction Engineer, Senior 
Resident Construction Engineer or higher-level administrator., immediate work direction may be 
received on assigned tasks from a higher-level Associate Project Engineer classification. No 
supervision is exercised. 

 
 
CLASS QUALIFICATIONS 
 

Knowledge of: 
 
Engineering and architectural theories, principles, and practices 
Engineering applications of algebra, geometry, and trigonometry 
Applicable local, state, and federal laws, rules and regulations 
Basic principles of construction estimating and scheduling 
Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) 
Storm Water Pollution and Prevention Plan (SWPPP) 
Building Information Modelling (BIM) or related systems 
Project management software (i.e., Expedition, P3, P6, Suretrak) 
Microsoft Outlook, Word, and Excel 

 
Ability to: 

 
Provide technical assistance during all phases of a construction project 
Read and interpret engineering and architectural plans and drawings, blueprints, technical 
 reports, maps, diagrams and specifications 
Identify potential project issues and coordinate to resolve them  
Prepare meeting minutes to effectively document proceedings 
Work effectively with commissioned architects and engineers, District personnel, contract 

professionals, and representatives of public agencies 
  Communicate effectively, both orally and in writing 
  Use computers with Microsoft operating systems and related peripheral equipment 
 
 Special Physical Requirement: 

Ability to safely stand, walk, bend, reach overhead, crouch, kneel, and balance for extended 
periods of time 

  Ability to climb ladders and scaffolds, walk on roofs, and move safely in partially completed 
   buildings and crawl spaces 
  Ability to work safely in confined spaces and uneven surfaces 
 
ENTRANCE QUALIFICATIONS 
 
 ASSOCIATE PROJECT ENGINEER I 
 
  Education: 
 

Graduation from a recognized college or university with a bachelor’s degree, in architecture; 
civil, structural, electrical, mechanical, or environmental engineering; or construction 
management. 

 
Special: 
 
Possession of an Engineer-in-Training (EIT) certificate or Construction Manager-in-Training 

(CMIT) certificate is preferable. 
A valid California Driver License 
Use of an automobile 

 



 
 

ASSOCIATE PROJECT ENGINEER II 
 
  Education: 
 

Graduation from a recognized college or university with a bachelor’s degree, in architecture; 
civil, structural, electrical, mechanical, or environmental engineering; or construction 
management. 

 
 

Experience: 
 

Two years of experience assisting with construction project activities in a public works, 
educational, or commercial building program. 
 
 

Special: 
 

Possession of an Engineer-in-Training (EIT) certificate or Construction Manager-in-Training 
(CMIT) certificate is preferable. 
A valid California Driver License 
Use of an automobile 

 
SPECIAL NOTES 
 Travel to locations throughout the District is required. 
 
 
This class description is not a complete statement of essential functions, responsibilities or requirements.  
Entrance requirements are representative of the minimum level of knowledge, skill and/or abilities.  To 
the extent permitted by law, management retains the discretion to add or to change typical duties of a 
position at any time, as long as such addition or change is reasonably related to existing duties. 
 
Revised and New Class 
11-07-19 
MHO 

     
District Notification Date: 10-17-19  
Union Notification Date: 10-15-19 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 



  SUBJECT TO THE APPROVAL     
 OF THE PERSONNEL COMMISSION 

 PERSONNEL COMMISSION 
 LOS ANGELES UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT 
 ESTABLISHMENT OF CLASS 
 
 CASE NO. 11816 

RECOMMENDATION(S): 
 
CLASS TITLE:          EFFECTIVE DATE: 
 
Senior Data Strategist (NEW CLASS)                                                        November 7, 2019 

GROUP, SERIES:   
   
Executive/Administrative Group; Business 
Administrative Series 

MONTHLY RATE:  
 
$10,159.83  $10,720.80  $11,304.14  $11,933.38  $12,584.98 

SALARY SETTING BASIS: 
 
Future salary movement is to be based on related classes in the Executive/Administrative Group, Business 
Administrative Series. 

BACKGROUND: 
 
The Superintendent has requested the establishment of the new class to advise executive level management staff on the 
effective use of school and student data to better inform the public and improve student outcomes. 

BASES OF RECOMMENDATION: 
 
The incumbent in the proposed class will be responsible for analyzing, monitoring, and providing strategic instructional 
operational recommendations through identification of trends, correlations, data analyses, patterns, and interpretation of 
results; conducting scenario analyses to influence change in instructional operational practices; and developing 
standards and best practice procedures for data validation, analysis, and presentation. 

 
The duties and responsibilities of the class are listed in the class description presented for approval in conjunction with 
this report. 
           
A salary survey of other public agencies was conducted; however, a search for external market data produced an 
insufficient number of comparable classifications. Internally, the proposed Senior Data Strategist classification’s 
responsibilities are similar in level of scope and responsibility as other specialized District classifications that advise, plan, 
organize, and coordinate a variety of activities and ensure that policies and procedures are properly implemented and 
executed. Therefore, allocation of the proposed class to a salary range of $10,159.83 - $12,584.98/ month is appropriate. 

RULE AMENDMENT(S): 
 
Final approval is to be given to the amendment of Rule 596, Overtime to include Senior Data Strategist in the list of 
classes exempt from the overtime payment provisions of the rule.  
 

KG/PJO Presented to the Personnel Commission on November 7, 2019 
PC1A (Rev. 09/02) 



    

LOS ANGELES UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT CLASS DESCRIPTION 
PERSONNEL COMMISSION  

 

SENIOR DATA STRATEGIST 

DEFINITION 

Advises Senior District Management in strategizing, planning, and implementing plans and policies 
for the effective use of school and student data. 

TYPICAL DUTIES 

Advises Senior District leadership on uses of student data to improve practices for effectiveness and 
efficiency, and improve student outcomes. 

Analyzes, monitors, and provides strategic instructional operational recommendations through 
identification of trends, correlations, data analyses, patterns, and interpretation of results.  

Provides expertise in determining the right type of analytics or statistics to apply to data sets.  
Conducts scenario analyses to influence change in instructional operational practices. 
Develops standards and best practice procedures for data validation, analysis, and presentation.  
Develops District-wide metrics to measure progress toward achieving strategic goals, objectives, 

and initiatives.  
Identifies opportunities to increase data quality. 
Interprets and contextualizes available data in order to refine data models and structures.  
Develops research-based data presentations for the Board, executive management, and other 

stakeholders.  
Acts as a liaison between executive management, Local Districts, office of the Deputy 

Superintendent, and the office of the Superintendent to develop or enhance reporting methods 
leveraging data.  

Coordinate, monitors, and executes the production of reports using various financial, operational, 
and instructional data from multiple sources.  

Performs related duties as assigned. 

DISTINGUISHING CHARACTERISTICS AMONG RELATED CLASSES 

The Senior Data Strategist serves as a technical consultant and advisor to Senior Management and 
other executives on the effective use of school and student data.  
 
The Executive Director, Office of Data and Accountability directs the Office of Data and 
Accountability.  

SUPERVISION 

The Senior Data Strategist receives administrative direction from the certificated Chief Strategy 
Officer. 

CLASS QUALIFICATIONS 

Knowledge of: 

Data analysis techniques and their applications 
Underlying technological system, processes, and best-practices associated with data 
Data concepts and data sets 
Techniques for data collection and management 
General knowledge of relational database principles and data mining software programs 



 

General knowledge of data auditing techniques 
Principles of public relations 
Analytics and statistical models to identify trends, patterns, and relationships 

Ability to: 

Analyze problems, make decisions, and be responsible for those decisions 
Manage large system implementation projects in a cross-functional environment 
Develop and implement objectives, policies, procedures, work standards and internal controls 
Organize project resources and requirements to meet established deadlines and goals 
Build and maintain effective working relationships with stakeholders 
Determine strategies to achieve goals 
Conduct group presentations and facilitation 
Prepare clear and concise reports 
Work effectively with all levels of District employees and the public 
Communicate effectively, both orally and in writing with staff and the community in a multiethnic 

educational environment 
Exercise judgment and creativity in making decisions 
Speak effectively before a variety of groups 
Interpret and explain data and statistics to executives, Board Members, district staff, and the 

general public 

ENTRANCE QUALIFICATIONS 

Education: 

Graduation from a recognized college or university with a bachelor’s degree preferably in 
education, education policy, statistics, computer science, public policy, public or business 
administration, or a closely related field.  

Experience: 

Four years of professional level experience in data collection and analysis and making 
recommendations to executives utilizing data for various strategic initiatives. Experience in a 
California K – 12 school district is preferable. 

Special: 

A valid California driver license and the availability of private transportation or the 
ability to utilize an alternative method of transportation. 
 

 
This class description is not a complete statement of essential functions, responsibilities, or 
requirements. Entrance requirements are representative of the minimum level of knowledge, skill, and 
/or abilities. To the extent permitted by law, management retains the discretion to add or change typical 
duties of a position at any time, as long as such addition or change is reasonably related to existing 
duties. 
 
New Class 
11-07-19 
KG/PJO 
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